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ASPIRE – ENDEAVOUR - SUCCEED 
 

Purpose and aims 
Purpose of study Learning a foreign language is a liberation from insularity and provides an opening to other 
cultures. A high-quality languages education should foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their understanding of 
the world. The teaching should enable pupils to express their ideas and thoughts in another language and to 
understand and respond to its speakers, both in speech and in writing. It should also provide opportunities for 
them to communicate for practical purposes, learn new ways of thinking and read great literature in the original 
language. Language teaching should provide the foundation for learning further languages, equipping pupils to 
study and work in other countries.  
 
Aims The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils:  

 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources  

 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they want to 
say, including through discussion and asking questions, and continually improving the accuracy of their 
pronunciation and intonation  

 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical structures 
that they have learnt  

 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied. 
 
 
 

Threshold concepts 
 
TC1- No word exists in isolation- it is part of speech, it has derivatives and they often behave in predictable 

ways (e.g. words ending in- ment are usually adverbs, nouns ending in –ion are always feminine). 

 

TC2- Verbs come from the infinitive, and need to be conjugated. 

 

TC3- Key collocations (word for word translations) don’t always work (j’ai treize ans = I “have” 13 years and il 

fait chad = he does hot), word orders (adjectives and nouns), etc 

 

TC4- Grammatical differences between the French and English languages such as capital letters or not (for 

months, days of the week, etc.), gender issues, word orders (adjectives and nouns), plural nouns, etc. 

 
 

Sequence of learning 
What goes in this section?  
 
The decision to deliver this material is based on our schemes of work where the grammar and exam skills are 
introduced sequentially. 
 
The first topic is “National Stereotypes and Basic Geographical Facts”. This enables us to introduce 
misconception of French stereotypes and talk about Francophone countries. 
 
The second topic is “Classroom Instructions”. This enables us to use more target language in class and 
understand instructions in French 
 
The third topic is “la rentrée”. This enable us to familiarise ourselves with key French pronunciation, to 
familiarise ourselves with genders, the definite and undefinite articles, to learn the use of three key verbs (avoir, 
être, aimer), to familiarise ourselves with adjectives agreements, to learn some connectives (et, mais, aussi) 
modifiers (assez, très, trop, un peu) some possessive adjectives ( mon, ma, mes), to know how to negate 



sentences, to know how to give dates in French, to work out the meaning of new words using cognate/near-
cognate strategies, to develop strategies to describe what is a picture using il y a/il n’y a pas de … 
 
The fourth topic is “en classe”. This enable us to familiarise ourselves with more key French pronunciation, to 
look at how to conjugate -er verbs with “je” and “on”, to express justified opinions, to learn some sequencers 
(d’abord, ensuite, puis, après),  to learn to say the time in French, to learn more connectives (car, parce que), 
more modifiers ( vraiment, trop), to re-inforce adjective agreements, to revisit notion of cognate/near-cognate. 
 
The fifth topic is “en ville”. This topic allows us to revisit the term “il y a” and introduce the negative “il n’ y a 
pas”. There will be an introduction to new vocabulary and use the days of the week alongside the irregular verb 
“aller” (to go) and say where you go on certain days of the week. It will also be the first insight into model verbs 
by expressing a desire to go somewhere using “vouloir” with the pronouns “je” and “on”. Using aller and 
infinitive to express the future intentions of going somewhere. 
 

Subject knowledge 
 
K1- National Stereotypes and Basic Geographical Facts 

K1.1- To consider what people think about the British 

K1.2- To examine our own beliefs about people in France 

K1.3- To decide how fair these pictures are 

K1.4- To know some geographical facts about France 
K1.5- To be able to say town names with a good accent & where they are 
K1.6- To know where French is spoken (a) in Europe (b) in the world 
 

 

K2- Classroom Instructions 

K2.1- To learn classroom instructions 

K2.2- To understand spoken classroom instructions 

K3.3- To give one another classroom instructions 

 

 

K3- La rentrée 

LO1: Learning to pronounce key French sounds 
LO2: Saying your name and learning numbers 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Predicting the pronunciation of unfamiliar words / Pronunciation of nasal sounds 

• Different meanings of comment (‘how’ and ‘what’) 

L1: Listening to some key sounds and making the correct gestures to indicate recognition 

L2: Listening to French names and identifying genders 

L3: Listening to dialogues of introduction and noting down first names and how people say they are 

L4: Listening to check which numbers are missing from the lists 

S1: Saying aloud key sounds and making the correct gesture to match 

S2: Reading aloud French names and identifying genders 

S3: Adapting a dialogue of introduction to match the photos 

R1: Reading a dialogue of introduction 

R2: Reading a list of numbers and identifying which numbers are missing 
W1: Completing a written number sequence 
 
LO3: Talking about brothers, sisters and age using the verb avoir 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Pronunciation of silent ‘s’ on the end of words 

• Using the indefinite article: un, une 

• Using the grave accent 

• Using the singular forms of avoir 

• Recapping letters of the alphabet, including accented letters 

L1: Listening and identifying who is speaking 



L2: Listening to people talk about their age and their brothers and sisters, including the spellings of people’s 
names  
S1: Interviewing and conversing with classmates about their age and their brothers and sisters 
R1: Answering questions on texts about celebrities’ ages and brothers and sisters 

W1: Pupils write sentences about classmates and about themselves. 

W2: Pupils imagine they are a celebrity and write sentences about themselves. 
 

LO4: Describing a classroom using the indefinite and definite articles 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Gender of nouns 

• Using il y a to mean ‘there is’ or ‘there are’ 

• Pronunciation of qu 

• Indefinite and definite articles (singular and plural) 

L1: Listening to the vocabulary for items in a classroom and checking answers 

L2: Listening to statements about a photo and deciding whether they are true or false  

L3: Listening to descriptions of photos of classrooms; identifying which photo is being discussed and whether the 
opinion is positive or negative 

S1: Reading classroom vocabulary aloud 

S2: Talking about the items in a photo of a classroom from memory 

R1: Matching classroom vocabulary with items in a photo 

R2: Reading a longer description of a classroom and translating words used to describe position 
W1: Writing a description of a classroom 
 

LO5: Talking about likes and dislikes using the verb aimer + the definite article 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Pronunciation of nasal sounds 

• Using the singular forms of aimer + the definite article / Using aimer in negative sentences 

• Using connectives (et, mais, aussi) and word order with aussi 

• Using intonation when asking questions 

L1: Listening to people’s likes and dislikes and filling in a grid in English 

S1: Carrying out a survey about classmates’ likes and dislikes 

R1: Reading about people’s likes and dislikes and matching texts with pictures  

R2: Finding suitable French–British exchange partners based on short texts about their likes and dislikes 

R3: Translating short texts about likes and dislikes into English 

W1: Writing two short posts about likes and dislikes for a French website 

 

LO6: Describing yourself and others using adjective agreement 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Working out the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary by looking for cognates 

• Adjective agreement (masculine and feminine singular) 

• Using qualifiers with adjectives (assez, très, trop, un peu) 

• Using the singular forms of être / Using être in negative sentences 

L1: Listening to check which description fits which superhero  

L2: Listening to people describing their personality traits and filling in the missing qualifiers 

L3: Identifying the topics covered in some personal descriptions 
S1: Giving personal descriptions to a partner in response to the question Tu es comment? 

R1: Matching sentences describing personality traits with images of superheroes 

R2: Translating into English sentences describing people’s personalities 

R3: Answering questions in English about descriptions of cartoon characters 
W1: Translating some personal descriptions of people into French 
 
LO7: Saying what you do 

LO8: Understanding infinitives and regular –er verbs 



Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Reading for gist 

• Recognising and understanding infinitives of –er verbs 

• Translating French infinitives using the gerund in English 

• Using possessive adjectives: mon, ma, mes 

L1: Identifying the infinitive(s) in short spoken sentences 

R1: Reading the lyrics of a song and identifying what it is about  

R2: Matching French infinitives to their English equivalents 

R3: Answering questions in English about people’s descriptions of going back to school 
W1: Writing a text about going back to school, using the infinitives from the lesson 

 

LO9: Creating a video interview about yourself 

LO10: Giving dates in French 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Giving the date 

• Pronouncing key sounds: qu, r, é, an, on, in 

• Peer assessment 

L1: Listening to people’s birthdays and matching them with the dates in French  

L2: Listening to a rap about questions and singing along 

L3: Listening to an interview and noting down in English the answers given 

L4: Listening to classmates’ video interviews and giving feedback 

S1: Carrying out a survey of classmates’ birthdays to find out the most popular birthday month 

S2: Pupils practise and then record a video interview about themselves 

R1: Translating questions into English 

R2: Completing a text using prompts given in note form 

R3: Finding the French equivalents of connectives and qualifiers in a text 

W1: Pupils make notes to prepare for a video interview about themselves. 
 

 

K4- En classe 

LO1: Talking about colours 
LO2: Telling the time 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Pronunciation of i, au, eu, oi, on, an, en 

• Using context and cognates to decode words 

• Using a dictionary to check genders 

• Pronunciation of silent ‘h’ in heures and silent ‘s’ at the end of words 

• Differences between il est neuf heures and à neuf heures 

L1 : Listening to a list of items and noting down their colours 

L2: Listening and identifying the location of shapes and colours in a painting 

L3: Listening and identifying the correct clock times 

S1: Reading aloud colour vocabulary 

S2: Asking for and identifying the time 

R1: Reading a poem and translating words into English 

R2: Matching times in words with the correct clock faces 

W1: Writing a poem about colours 

W2: Writing out times in words 

 

LO3: Saying what you think of your school subjects and why 
LO4: Talking about likes and dislikes using –er verbs 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Using a range of verbs to express opinions: aimer, adorer, détester / Using ne … pas with aimer 



• Pronunciation of j’aime and tu aimes 

• Using parce que to give reasons for your opinions 

• Using et, mais and parce que to join sentences  

• Using qualifiers to give more detailed opinions (très, vraiment, trop) 

• Starting sentences with Personnellement … or Moi, perso 

L1: Listening and identifying school subjects, opinions of school subjects and the reasons for them 

S1: Pupils discuss which school subjects they like and dislike, giving some true and some false opinions for their 
partner to guess 

R1: Completing sentences in English to show understanding of texts about peoples’ opinions of school subjects 

W1: Pupils write a short text giving their opinions of their school subjects, including reasons 

 

LO5: Talking about what you wear to school using adjectives after nouns 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Using on to mean ‘we’  

• Position and agreement of colour adjectives 

• Nouns that are singular in French but plural in English, e.g. un pantalon = trousers 

• Pronunciation of silent ‘s’ at the end of words, e.g. noir / noirs  

• Pronunciation of masculine and feminine forms of adjectives,  
e.g. vert / verte 

L1: Listening to descriptions of what people wear to school and identifying clothes, colours and opinions 

L2: Pupils listen to responses to questions about a photograph and compare them with their own responses 

S1: Asking and answering questions about photographs showing what pupils in different countries wear to 
school 

R1: Identifying clothes, colours and opinions in two short texts, and translating adjectives into English 

W1: Translating into French sentences describing what people are wearing 

 

LO6: Talking about your school day using new –er verbs 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Conjugation of –er verbs 

• Working back to the infinitives (from the je or on form) with a list of nine verbs  

• Questions: Qu’est-ce que tu …?  / Tu … à quelle heure?  

• Using words in a question to help you start your answer 

• Using sequencers: d’abord, ensuite, puis, après 

 

L1: Listening to questions and answers about a person’s school day and noting them down in English 

S1: Pupils adapt sentences to talk about their own school day 

S2: Pupils use picture prompts to make up conversations about a school day, and then answer the questions for 
themselves 

R1: Reading and listening to a cartoon strip about a French pupil’s school day and translating the verbs into 
English 

R2: Working out the infinitives of regular –er verbs and matching them to the English 

R3: Making notes in English about a French pupil’s description of her school day 

W1: Pupils write sentences about their own school day and illustrate them by drawing a cartoon or taking 
photos 

 

LO7: Learning about a typical French school 

LO8: Reading and listening for gist 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Reading for gist 

• Reading for detail 

• Translation skills: word order is sometimes different in French and English 



• Listening for cognates which sound different due to French pronunciation 

L1: Listening to short conversations and identifying which aspect of school life is being discussed in each 
conversation 

L2: Pupils note down the key words that help them understand the conversations 

R1: Reading a school’s web page and identifying the three things which are not mentioned 

R2: Correcting errors in French sentences about the web page 

R3: Completing a translation of a French text 

R4: Translating a short French text about someone’s opinions of school 

W1: Pupils write a web page for their own school 

 

LO9: Saying what there is / isn’t, using il y a … and il n’y a pas de … 

LO10: Agreeing and disagreeing 

Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Using Il y a … and Il n’y a pas de / d’ … 

• Agreeing and disagreeing in French (Je suis d’accord, etc.) 

• Using combien de 

• Using questions to structure a longer piece of writing and finding ideas in other texts 

• Checking work for accuracy 

L1: Listening to people’s descriptions of a super-cool school and choosing the correct French words to describe 
the schools 

L2: Listening and identifying whether the speakers agree about what they would like in their super-cool school 

L3: Listening to a song and checking which words were missing from the lyrics 

S1: Pupils discuss their ideas for a super-cool school, saying whether they agree or disagree with their partner 

R1: Reading the words to a song and using picture prompts to fill in the missing words 

R2: Reading a description of a super-cool school, finding the French equivalents of some English phrases and 
answering comprehension questions in French 

W1: Pupils write a description of a super-cool school, using questions to help structure their writing 

 

 

K5- En ville 

LO1: Talking about places in a town or village 
LO2: Understanding prices in French 

• Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Using il y a un / une / des … and il n’y a pas de … 

• Learning about the euro 

L1: Listening to descriptions of towns and noting down details and opinions 

L2: Listening to transactional dialogues about entry prices and identifying the correct tourist attractions 
S1: Using picture prompts to describe towns and give opinions 
R1: Reading and completing the lyrics of a song, matching the gaps to the correct labelled photos 
R2: Completing sentences about towns and villages with your own choice of adjectives 
W1: Writing a description of your own town / village and giving an opinion 
 
LO3: Saying where you go at the weekend using the verb aller (to go) 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• The conjugation of aller / Using on va and nous allons to say where you go with friends 

• Using aller à + the definite article to say where you go: au / à la / à l’ / aux 

• Using the definite article le to convey ‘at’ (le weekend) and ‘on’ (le samedi après-midi) 

• Understanding the difference between ou and où 
L1: Listening and completing a grid with the places that people go to, when they go there and other details 
S1: Carrying out a survey about where classmates go to at the weekend 

R1: Reading about the places that people go to, matching each person to a route on a map and completing 
comprehension sentences in English 

R2: Answering questions in English on a French text about where Noah goes in Paris with his family 



R3: Translating part of the text into English 
W1: Writing a paragraph about where classmates go at the weekend 
 
LO4: Inviting someone out using the verb vouloir (to want) 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• The conjugation of vouloir 

• Pronouncing words correctly: the silent ending –x / Pronunciation of aujourd’hui / Using intonation 
when asking questions 

L1: Listening to conversations inviting someone out and noting in French where the invitation is to, when and 
the meeting time 
S1: Carrying out two conversations making and accepting / refusing invitations, using your own notes or from 
memory 

R1: Reading invitations and noting the details: where, when and whether the invitation is accepted or refused 

R2: Finding examples of vouloir + infinitive in texts 

W1: Writing a dialogue in which invitations are accepted and refused 

W2: Writing notes in French for two conversations based on picture prompts 
 
LO5: Ordering drinks and snacks in a café using the tu and vous forms of the verb 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Using the correct word for ‘you’: tu and vous / Being polite 

• Paying attention to pronouns and verb endings and pronouncing them correctly: ils / elles mangent / 
boivent … 

L1: Listening to conversations in a café and noting in English what is ordered 

L2: Listening and identifying whether the waiters, waitresses and customers are polite or rude 
S1: Adapting a dialogue in a café by changing the details 

R1: Matching words on a menu with photos of foods and drinks  

R2: Reading a conversation in a café and finding the French equivalent of English sentences and phrases 

R3: Filling in the missing words in a text describing a photo of people in a café 
W1: Adapting an example text to write your own description of a photo 
 
LO6: Saying what you are going to do using the near future tense (aller + infinitive) 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Using sequencers: d’abord, puis, ensuite, après 

• Using the near future tense (present tense of the verb aller + an infinitive) 

• Using logic to predict what you might hear in a listening passage 

• Reading the questions to help predict the answers before reading a text 
L1: Listening to what people are going to do in Paris and putting photos into the correct order 
S1: Pupils play a memory game, taking turns to repeat a sentence about what they are going to do in Paris, 
adding one more item each time 

R1: Filling in the missing words in sentences about what someone is going to do in Paris 

R2: Predicting the endings of sentences about what people are going to do in different weather conditions 

R3: Answering questions in English on a French text about what someone is going to do in Paris 
R4: Pupils write about what they are going to do in Paris, using picture prompts 
 
LO7: Talking about plans for a special weekend using two tenses together 
Grammar and skills coverage: 

• Using the present and near future tenses together 

• Using time phrases as an indicator of the time frame 

• Pronouncing verb endings that sound the same: –ais, –ait, –er, –é / Pronouncing the liaison: –s at the 
end of a word followed by a vowel 

• Peer assessment of tenses and pronunciation 

L1: Identifying whether speakers are talking about the present or the future and noting down the activities in 
English 

L2: Pupils listen to their partner’s audioblog and provide feedback 



 

S1: Pupil make up a conversation about what they usually do at the weekend and what they are going to do next 
weekend, based on picture prompts or their own ideas 

S2: Adapting a written text to prepare and record an audioblog about what pupils usually do at the weekend and 
what they are going to do next weekend 

R1: Reading sentences about what Rémi normally does at the weekend and what he is going to do next 
weekend, and making two lists in English 

R2: Reading and a longer text, noting down the present tense and near future tense verbs and answering 
questions in French 
 
 

Curriculum links to careers 
 
Journalism- K3 
Tourism- K5 
Restauration- K5 
 
Careers in the curriculum  
 
This curriculum offers two separate occasions to learn and investigate different careers in MFL. In the first term 
the students are studying to prepare questions and anticipate answers. This links into the career of journalism 
where students can investigate diverse types of journalism (written, radio...) and the vast choices of specialism 
(sports, fashion, news...). They are to use Unifrog and watch a video from students at Sheffield Hallam University 
in their third year of journalism as part of their homework.  
Once they have completed their research the students will be given the opportunity to prepare and record their 
own interview in French using the skills they have learnt about. 
 
In term three, the students can investigate the variety of careers in hospitality in which speaking two languages 
may be beneficial. They are to research famous maître D (Fred Sirieix from first dates restaurant) and learn 
about his journey from working Michelin star restaurant to being the face of a TV show. (research project at 
home and one lesson on using MFL in hospitality jobs). 
 
 

Procedural knowledge 
Reading: 

R1- Understand and respond in French to simple texts 

R2- Translate sentences into English, demonstrating an understanding that sometimes word for word translations won’t 

work 

R3- Identify overall message, key points, details and opinions, identifying tenses 

R4- Decode texts that are unfamiliar using comprehension 

 

Listening: 

L1-  Understand and respond (occasionally in French) to passage at near native speed 

L2- Identify overall message, key points, details and opinions, identifying tenses 

L3- Decode passages that are unfamiliar using comprehension strategies 

L4- Answer questions, extract information, evaluate and draw conclusions, based on simple texts. 

 

Writing: 

W1- Produce clear text to present descriptions, facts and varied time frames, and to express ideas and opinions 

W2- Write 4 sentences about a picture 

W3- Translate short sentences into French, demonstrating an awareness of grammar 

 

Speaking: 

S1- Communicate and interact effectively on a range of familiar of topics 

S2- Speak spontaneously, responding to visual stimulus (photo card), unexpected questions 

S3- Asking and answering simple questions 

S4- Attempt to make use of appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structures, making some reference to more than 1 

time frame 

S5- Attempt to use accurate pronunciation and intonation 


